[Natriuretic peptides for the management of patients with heart failure: a bridge between primary care and cardiology?].
The increasing prevalence of heart failure (HF) mandates the establishment of shared strategies between primary care physicians (PCP) and cardiologists to offer patients continuity of care. Easily available, low-cost biomarkers hold potential to facilitate this process. Data on the diffusion of natriuretic peptides (NP), a major novelty in the HF field in the last decade, in primary care are scarce. The Cardiovascular Area of the Italian General Practice Society led a web survey among its members to investigate knowledge, perceptions and use of NP for HF management among Italian PCP. Over 700 PCP took part in the survey, three out of four declared they never or only occasionally prescribed NP assays. Among participating PCP, 86% reported that PN values were not regularly mentioned in discharge summaries of their patients hospitalized for acute HF. Conversely, only 4% reported to receive regularly PN prescription by cardiologists for their outpatients with chronic HF. One of five respondents ignored whether the assay was reimbursed by the National Health Service. The high negative predictive value for HF of elevated NP levels, the strongest evidence-based indication of NP, was correctly pointed out only by 13% of PCP. In our PCP sample, we documented a marginal use of NP in the management of HF patients. This is likely, at least in part, linked to a perceived scarce indication of NP values in discharge summaries and limited prescription in HF outpatients by cardiologists. Overall, PCP knowledge of the evidence on NP assay use for diagnosis, risk stratification and guided therapy of HF was limited. Two expert cardiologists were asked to comment on these findings and on the controversial aspects of the current use of NP in HF patients to better define their role as a tool for shared care between cardiologists and PCP.